
It was a SAVAGE weekend for Devils Lake MX 

 

We wish Jake Streichert a speedy recovery. 

Monday, July 20, 2015 – The team was off to Sand Dell Lee this weekend for RD6 and high hopes plus 

positive attitudes were carried from a solid weekend at Gopher Dunes by Blake Savage. “Jake Streichert 

is now out for the year after his Gopher injury,” shares team manager Trevor Cerny. “We’re bummed for 

sure, but Blake will carry the flag for the rest of the year as well we will add privateer hero Kyle Swanson 

starting this weekend at Deschambault. It’s been a wild year but the team is still strong in the MX2 

championship with Blake.” 

 



“I’m not sure why, but I can’t stay on two wheels for two straight motos,” said a frustrated Blake Savage. 

My speed, fitness, ability, and bike are all right there. I just seem to lack a little mental focus at points in 

the moto that cost me podiums and valuable points. The track was one lined this weekend so trying to 

battle and make passes was even harder. I’m so happy with how I’m riding; it’s just small mistakes that 

take me off the box. I’ll keep pushing because the Devils Lake MX team is such a great home fo me that I 

don’t know the word give-up riding for them. The amount of effort and work they do for me only 

warrants my best. I hit the podium at Deschambault back in 2013 so I’m super confident coming into 

this weekend. If I stay on two wheels I’m hitting the box.” 

 

Devils Lake is really excited to add Kyle Swanson to the team this coming weekend after Kyle scored an 

impressive 9
th

 at Sand Dell Lee. “I’m stoked for this opportunity from Devils Lake MX, says a happy Kyle 

Swanson.” I’m full on privateering it so this structure is nice to close out the season.” 

Sponsors: Yamaha Motor Canada, Riverside Motosports, Motovancorp, Ride Dunlop, Ride Industries 

Graphics, Dubach Racing, VP Fuels, Proven Moto, Motoseat, Pro Action Canada, JT Sprockets, JT Chains, 

Hiflofiltro Maxima USA, Works Connection, Ansrmx, Renthal Moto, Motion Pro, Hinson Clutch 

Components, Artwear, Recycle Motorcycles, Dubya, and Stealth Graphics. 

 

Special thanks to Lydell Group, Terra Pro Matting, Stetson GM, Manluk Industries, Heavy Metal 

Equipment, BoonTech industries and Perry Godschalx for allowing Devils Lake MX to stay between 

rounds on the east..  

 

Pit crew: Trevor Cerny Owner, Cal Nowicki manager/mechanic, Jeff Holt (Jeffy Mac) driver/mechanic, 

and Candace Cerny meal planner. Photos by Darren Eremko 

 

 

 

 

 


